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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS  AND SUGGESTIONS 

A. CONCLUSIONS  

After analyzing the finding and the discussion before, the conclusion 

of this research were taken. The conclusion written down below arranged based 

on the research questions stated in this research as follow:  

1. Three types of turn-taking based on Jack, Sack, and Scheggolf theory in the 

conversation of the PUBG online version game match. As the result followed 

current speaker select next 10 times, next speaker select next 46 times, and 

current speaker continues 4 times. 

2. The way participants involved in the conversation construct their way to 

speak by initiative to select themselves to speak, even the previous speaker did 

not select the next speaker to speak. Every people who participate in the 

conversation just directly replied, and answered the previous speaker in the 

conversation.  

3.  The reason why the participants realize the way they construct the turn-

taking is because of some factors, such as time limitation, and barely known 

each other. Thus, the participants in the conversation need to achieve to be 

winner chicken dinner in a hustle time and period.  
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B. SUGGESTIONS  

Based on the following research, the writer has some suggestions for 

the future research, as followed:  

1. The writer suggested this research to be used for the future researchers in 

order to be the reference especially for English Language Arts students who is 

interested in the linguistic field that is turn-taking analysis.  

2. The writer suggested for next researchers who are interested in analyzing 

turn-taking types in conversation to use another theory and online application 

tools as the subject to enlarge the evidence and number of research conducted in 

online resources.  

3. The writer hoped that through this research, writer can understand more about 

turn-taking types occur and appear in the online application tools.  
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APPENDIX A 

Conversation Transcript during the Game Match 

This game match consists of four random players who played together for around 30 

minutes ahead. (The conversation below has been translated into English version). 

METAFORGANA  : “Hi, Hi, Halo, Halo…” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “Hallo, there..” 

METAFORGANA  : “Nice to meet you all.” 

GLSKAMPANGS  : “Ok, Bro.” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “Ok” 

METAFORGANA  : “Where do you come from Sis?” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “From Medan Bro, and you?” 

METAFORGANA  : “Wah, me too.” 

GLSKAMPANGS  : “Am I the only one here from Jakarta?” 

Give I SkinBang  : “I also from Jakarta Bro.” 

GLSKAMPANGS  : “Hufft, finally. I thought I’m the only one hehe.” 

METAFORGANA  : “So, what’s the matter Bro if you’are the only one  

   from there?” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “Yah, that’s ok lo. You won’t get bully here Bro.” 

METAFORGANA  : “Hahaha, no. I’m just kidding.” 

METAFORGANA  : “Where will we drop?” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “Anywhere you like Bro.” 

METAFORGANA  : “Ok, Rozhok ya.” 

Give I SkinBang  : “Let’s looting. Quick quick! Don’t go too far.  

   We’ll never know if there is another team here  

   beside us.” 

GLSKAMPANGS  : “Anyone got something? Because I can’t find  

   anything!” 
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JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “Hahaha. So do I.” 

METAFORGANA  : “Here, anyone wants the UZI?” 

METAFORGANA  : “Okay then, if no one want this.” 

Give I SkinBang  : “Shht, I hear the step guys.” 

METAFORGANA  : “No worries, I can handle him.” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “Wah, you’re such a Pro.” 

GLSKAMPANGS  : “Lucky you!” 

Give I SkinBang  : “That was should be mine.” 

Give I SkinBang  : “Everyone, let’s go to the safe zone. I found a car 

   here. Come.” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “Ok, come on guys. Make it quick.” 

METAFORGANA  : “I’ll use my own car here. Where do we go?” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “Go to school. I heard some air gun there.” 

Give I SkinBang  : “Bro, go check it. How many people there?” 

METAFORGANA  : “I see two people on the second floor.” 

Give I SkinBang  : “Ok, we’ll park the car here.” 

METAFORGANA  : “Secure me.” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “Hold. The enemy hold their steps. They have  

   realized us.” 

Give I SkinBang  : “It’s them. Let me face them.” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “Go away. I have just thrown away the bomb!” 

Give I SkinBang  : “Help! Help!” 

METAFORGANA  : “You’re the closest to him. Revive him Sist!” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “I’m on my way.” 

Give I SkinBang  : “Thank you Sist. Do you have any bandage or 

   medkit?” 

GLSKAMPANGS  : “Here, come to me. I have some.” 
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JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “Okay, the enemy have been destroyed.” 

Give I SkinBang  : “Let’s go!” 

GLSKAMPANGS  : “On the coordinate 120, there is an air drop.  

   Behind the hill.” 

METAFORGANA  : “Ok, noted.” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “They have just finished a war before. See, many  

   treasures and victims here.” 

 METAFORGANA  : “I got 8x scope here.” 

 GLSKAMPANGS  : “Can I have it? I’m using sniper Bro.” 

 METAFORGANA  : “Ok, I will drop it.” 

Give I SkinBang  : “Do you all want to stay here until other teams  

   come here?” 

 METAFORGANA  : “Let’s go!” 

(After some moments going around the map) 

METAFORGANA  : “Where are we going?” 

Give I SkinBang  : “Pochinki.” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “Turn around, there is abother car behind us.” 

GLSKAMPANGS  : “Watch out! There is another one using sniper in  

   the hill.”  

 METAFORGANA  : “Go! Go! Go! It’s not safe here.” 

 Give I SkinBang  : “Wait for me Bro. Someone is targeting me.” 

 GLSKAMPANGS  : “Watch out, someone is aiming you.” 

 JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “Anyone have green ammo?” 

GLSKAMPANGS  : “Here, take this.” 

 METAFORGANA  : “Two people over here is done.” 

 Give I SkinBang  : “Let’s go.” 

 METAFORGANA  : “The zone is still big enough.” 
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 JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “Now where are we heading to?” 

 METAFORGANA  : “Pochinki. Who wants to looting here?” 

  Give I SkinBang  : “I want to find some drinks then. It is safe here.” 

METAFORGANA  : “Don’t go too far. Because the zone will be here.  

   I’m sure in a short, many people will come here as  

  well.” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “Does anyone have any drinks left?” 

Give I SkinBang  : “Here, please have this.” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “Don’t forget to boosting everyone. ” 

METAFORGANA  : “Watch out. I hear some steps on the front door.” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “Any bomb left?” 

METAFORGANA  : “Here, I have some.” 

Give I SkinBang  : “Bro METAFORGANA you go back, someone is  

   going to come to us.” 

METAFORGANA  : “Ok.” 

GLSKAMPANGS  : “Wait, I’m still healing.”  

Give I SkinBang  : “Protect me. I’ll move around this house to trap  

   them.” 

METAFORGANA  : “Sure.” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “Help me. I got surrounded by two people in front  

  of me. I can’t even make any steps.” 

METAFORGANA  : “Ok. Don’t be worry. I’ll come I’ll come.” 

Give I SkinBang  : “Revive GLSKAMPANGS please, Bro  

   METAFORGANA.” 

METAFORGANA  : “But, I am too far from him.” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “Let me be the one who revive him.” 

GLSKAMPANGS  : “No need to come. I can’t be helped. One squad is  
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   in front of me.”  

METAFORGANA  : “Stay away from him. It’s impossible to reach  

   him.” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “Oh okay then. Sorry Bro I can’t help you.” 

GLSKAMPANGS  : “Nope, that’s okay.” 

Give I SkinBang  : “Green ammo please, I’m run out of it.” 

METAFORGANA  : “Here, I’ve dropped it.” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “Another squad is coming by using 2 buggies.” 

METAFORGANA  : “Let’s go everyone, we can’t stand here anymore.  

   We are sandwich.” 

Give I SkinBang  : “Okay okay.” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “Hufft.. I thought we’ve been died before. Why all  

   of a sudden many squads were there?” 

METAFORGANA  : “Of course there were. See, the zone is getting  

smaller and also on the roof top, there were the air   

drop.”  

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “Oh I see. No wonder then.” 

Give I SkinBang  : “Does Bro GLSKAMPANGS still here?” 

GLSKAMPANGS  : “Yeah, Bro. But, guys now I will leave. Because  

   my clan ask me to join.”  

METAFORGANA  : “Ok ok Bro. Thank you.” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “Thank you.” 

GLSKAMPANGS  : “So... Where are we heading to now?”  

METAFORGANA  : “Church. Let’s go up there. It’s easier to see  

   enemies from up here.” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “If anyone see bombs or med kit, please let me  

   know.”  
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JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “Hmm.. Where are the enemies? There’s no sign.”  

METAFORGANA  : “Hold your steps. The zone is here. It’s only left 2             

                more squads.” 

METAFORGANA  : “Look, there is someone behind the bushes.” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “Looks like he is alone.” 

 METAFORGANA  : “Who knows? Don’t be less focus. I will go to  

    him. Please protect me.” 

GLSKAMPANGS  : “Ok Bro.” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “Behind this church, suddenly there is a park car.  

   But there was none before.” 

METAFORGANA  : “Just go forward. Ignore it. Look at the zone. It is  

   painful.” 

GLSKAMPANGS  : “You go forward first, Sis. I’ll cover you up.” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “Ok. I’ll do.” 

METAFORGANA  : “Come to me all of you. Here is safe” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “But, how can I go there, it is too open.” 

METAFORGANA  : “Don’t be worry. They don’t realize it.” 

GLSKAMPANGS  : “Ok.” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “Finally. Ok Bro, come on come on. Make it  

  quick.” 

METAFORGANA  : “Yeah, I’m trying.”   

METAFORGANA  : “Lay down everyone. Find any trees to cover you  

   up.” 

METAFORGANA  : “Come on.”  

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “Direction 114, I see two people behind the  

   rocks..” 

METAFORGANA  : “Don’t make any noise or even move a  
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   lot. Otherwise, you will open yourself to others.” 

GLSKAMPANGS  : “Watch out!” 

METAFORGANA  : “There is someone behind you Sist. Prone.” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “I do.” 

GLSKAMPANGS  : “Stay alive everyone, it just 5 more enemies left.” 

METAFORGANA  : “Be aware guys.” 

METAFORGANA  : “But I still can’t find another 2 people.” 

GLSKAMPANGS  : “Stay alert. Let’s go forward. Be careful.” 

METAFORGANA  : “Let them shoot each other. Stay silent” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “Help me. Someone find me.” 

METAFORGANA  : “I’ll try.” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “Oh... Pity me. Can somebody please revive me?” 

GLSKAMPANGS  : “It’s hard to do Sist.” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “Ok ok.. Just ignore me, or they will be able to  

  find you.”  

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “Got the chicken guys.”  

GLSKAMPANGS  : “In front of you Bro.” 

METAFORGANA  : “Yeah, I know. I’m trying to peek on him.” 

GLSKAMPANGS  : “Uhh... One shot and he got knocked down.” 

METAFORGANA  : “His team mate will revive him. See. Spray  

   down.” 

GLSKAMPANGS  : “Reply. Reply. From your right, behind the big  

    rock.” 

METAFORGANA  : “I’ll throw the bomb. Stay away.” 

GLSKAMPANGS  : “Ok. Come on. One more left.” 

METAFORGANA  : “Seems like he is under that tree.” 

METAFORGANA  : “Let me throw this molotov.” 
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JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “There he is. There he is.” 

METAFORGANA  : “One more shoot.” 

GLSKAMPANGS  : “Ok. Come on. One more left.” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “Go go Boys.” 

METAFORGANA  : “Yeay. Finally.” 

GLSKAMPANGS  : “Great job Bro.” 

METAFORGANA  : “Thank you Bro.” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl  : “Bye. Thank you.” 
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Types Occur During the 

Game Match 
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No 
Turn-Taking Utterances 

in the Dialogue 

Types of Turn-Taking Contextual 

Meaning  (CSSN)  (NSSN)  (CSC) 

1 METAFORGANA: “Hi, Hi, 

Halo, Halo…” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl: “Hallo, 

there..” 

 

√ 

 The first player 

called out other 

players without 

any address. 

Then the next 

player 

JARO=)CuTeGi

rl continues next.  

2  METAFORGANA: “Where 

do you come from Sis?” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl: “From 

Medan Bro, and you?” 

 
√ 

  Player 

METAFORGA

NA ask a 

question and 

directly select the 

next person to 

speak.  

3 JARO=)CuTeGirl: “From 

Medan Bro, and you?” 

METAFORGANA: “Wah, 

me too.” 

 

√ 

  The player 

JARO=)CuTeGi

rl ask the other 

player and 

directly select the 

next to speak that 

was 

METAFORGA

NA. 

4 GLSKAMPANGS: “Am I 

the only one here from 

Jakarta?” 

Give I SkinBang: “I also 

from Jakarta Bro.” 

 
 √ 

 One of the 

player 

GLSKAMPAN

G state a 

question 

without select 
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the next 

speaker. But, 

the next speaker 

Give I SkinBang 

take charge of the 

next turn by 

answering the 

question of the 

previous speaker.  

5 METAFORGANA: “So, 

what’s the matter Bro if 

you’are the only one 

JARO=)CuTeGirl: “Yah, 

that’s ok lo. You won’t get 

bully here Bro.” 

 

√ 

  METAFORGA

NA already asked 

and selected the 

next speaker to 

continue that was 

JARO=)CuTeGi

rl. 

6 METAFORGANA: “Where 

will we drop?” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl: 

“Anywhere you like Bro.” 

 

 √ 

 One of the 

player 

METAFORGA

NA state a 

question 

without select 

the next 

speaker. But, 

the next speaker 

JARO=)CuTeGi

rl take charge of 

the next turn by 

answering the 

question of the 

previous speaker. 

7 GLSKAMPANGS: “Anyone 

got something? Because I 

can’t find  

JARO=)CuTeGirl: “Hahaha. 

 √ 

 Player 

GLSKAMPAN

GS state a 
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So do I.” 

 
question 

without select 

the next 

speaker. But, 

the next speaker 

JARO=)CuTeGi

rl take charge of 

the next turn by 

answering the 

question of the 

previous speaker. 

8 METAFORGANA: “Here, 

anyone wants the UZI?” 

METAFORGANA: “Okay 

then, if no one want this.” 

 

 

 

√ 

Since, after the 

player ask a 

question, and 

nobody answer 

or take charge 

as the next 

speaker. So the 

current speaker 

keep continuing 

as the speaker. 

9 Give I SkinBang: “Shht, I 

hear the step guys.” 

METAFORGANA: “No 

worries, I can handle him.” 

 

 √  

The first 

speaker on that 

time has state a 

statement 

without select 

the next speaker 

to speak. So, the 

next speaker 

select himself to 

continue the 

turn to speak.  
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10 Give I SkinBang: “Everyone, 

let’s go to the safe zone. I 

found a car 

.

” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl: “Ok, 

come on guys. Make it quick.” 

 
 √  

Give I SkinBang 

had given an 

instruction 

without select the 

next speaker to 

speak. But 

JARO=)CuTeGi

rl select herself 

to continue or 

become the next 

speaker.  

11 METAFORGANA: “I’ll use 

my own car here. Where do 

we go?” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl: “Go to 

school. I heard some air gun 

there.” 

 

 √  

The speaker 

METAFORGA

NA ask a 

questions without 

select the next 

speaker to take 

turn. But, then 

JARO=)CuTeGi

rl select herself 

to be the next 

speaker.  

12 Give I SkinBang: “Bro, go 

check it. How many people 

there?” 

METAFORGANA: “I see 

two people on the second 

floor.” 

 
 √  

The speaker Give 

I SkinBang ask a 

questions without 

select the next 

speaker to take 

turn. But, then 

METAFORGA

NA select 

himself to be the 

next speaker. 

13 JARO=)CuTeGirl: “Hold. 

The enemy hold their steps. 

They have  

Give I SkinBang: “It’s them. 

 √  

The current 

speaker state a 

statement and 
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Let me face them.” 

 

then, the Give I 

SkinBang take 

charge to select 

himself to be the 

next speker.  

14 Give I SkinBang: “Help! 

Help!” 

METAFORGANA: “You’re 

the closest to him. Revive him 

Sist!” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl: “I’m on 

my way.” 

 

 √  

One of the 

speaker ask for 

help without 

select the next 

speaker. But 

then, the other 

speaker 

METAFORGA

NA directly 

answer and 

respond to the 

previous speaker.  

15 METAFORGANA: “You’re 

the closest to him. Revive him 

Sist!” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl: “I’m on 

my way.” 

 √   

The speaker 

METAFORGA

NA select the 

next speaker that 

was 

JARO=)CuTeGi

rl to be the next 

speaker at a time.  

16 Give I SkinBang: “Thank you 

Sist. Anyone have any 

bandage or medkit?”  

GLSKAMPANGS: “Here, 

come to me. I have some.” 

 

 √  

The speaker Give 

I SkinBang 

didn’t select the 

next speaker that 

to answer the 

question but 

GLSKAMPAN

GS directly take 

charge to be the 

next speaker. 
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17 GLSKAMPANGS: “On the 

coordinate 120, there is an air 

drop.  

METAFORGANA: “Ok, 

noted.” 

 

 √  

The speaker 

GLSKAMPAN

GS state a 

statement  

without select the 

next speaker. 

And the other 

speaker 

METAFORGA

NA self-select 

himself to be the 

next speaker.  

18 METAFORGANA: “I got 8x 

scope here.” 

GLSKAMPANGS: “Can I 

have it? I’m using sniper Bro.” 

 

 √  

Player 

METAFORGA

NA told 

something and 

then the player 

GLSKAMPAN

GS select himself 

to be the next 

speaker by asking 

a possibility.  

19 Give I SkinBang: “Do you all 

want to stay here until other 

teams come?”  

METAFORGANA: “Let’s 

go!” 

 

 √  

Player Give I 

SkinBang ask a 

question without 

select the next 

speaker.  

METAFORGA

NA select 

himself to be the 

next speaker by 

responding to the 

question.  
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20 METAFORGANA: “Where 

are we going?” 

Give I SkinBang: “Pochinki.” 

 

 √  

Player 

METAFORGA

NA ask a 

question without 

select the next 

speaker.  Give I 

SkinBang select 

himself to be the 

next speaker by 

responding to the 

question. 

21 JARO=)CuTeGirl: “Anyone 

have green ammo?” 

GLSKAMPANGS: “Here, 

take this.” 

 

 √  

Player 

JARO=)CuTeGi

rl ask a question 

without select the 

next speaker.  

GLSKAMPAN

GS select himself 

to be the next 

speaker by 

responding to the 

question. 

22 JARO=)CuTeGirl: “Now 

where are we heading to?” 

METAFORGANA: 

“Pochinki. 

 √  

Player 

JARO=)CuTeGi

rl ask a question 

without select the 

next speaker.  

METAFORGA

NA select 

himself to be the 

next speaker by 

responding to the 

question. 
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23 METAFORAGANA: “Who 

wants to looting here?” 

 Give I SkinBang: “I want to 

find some drinks then. It is 

safe here.” 

 

 √  

Player 

METAFORAG

ANA ask a 

question without 

select the next 

speaker.  Give I 

SkinBang select 

himself to be the 

next speaker by 

responding to the 

question. 

24 JARO=)CuTeGirl: “Does 

anyone have any drinks left?” 

Give I SkinBang: “Here, 

please have this.” 

 

 √  

Player 

JARO=)CuTeGi

rl ask a question 

without select the 

next speaker.  

Give I SkinBang 

select himself to 

be the next 

speaker by 

responding to the 

question. 

25 JARO=)CuTeGirl: “Any 

bomb left?” 

METAFORGANA: “Here, I 

have some.” 

 

 √  

The 

JARO=)CuTeGi

rl ask a question 

without select the 

next speaker.  

METAFORGA

NA select 

himself to be the 

next speaker by 

responding to the 

question. 
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26 Give I SkinBang: “Bro 

METAFORGANA you go 

back, someone is going to 

come to us.” 

METAFORGANA: “Ok.” 

 

√   

The speaker Give 

I SkinBang has 

already select 

METAFORGA

NA as the next 

speaker to speak. 

So then, 

METAFORGA

NA must answer 

it.  

27 Give I SkinBang: “Protect 

me. I’ll move around this 

house to trap them.” 

METAFORGANA: “Sure.” 

 

 √  

The Give I 

SkinBang ask a 

question without 

select the next 

speaker.  

METAFORGA

NA select 

himself to be the 

next speaker by 

responding to the 

question. 

28 JARO=)CuTeGirl: “Help 

me. I got surrounded by two 

people in front  

METAFORGANA: “Ok. 

Don’t be worry. I’ll come I’ll 

come.” 

 
 √  

JARO=)CuTeGi

rl ask a request 

without select the 

next speaker.  

METAFORGA

NA select 

himself to be the 

next speaker by 

responding to the 

question. 
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29 Give I SkinBang: “Revive 

GLSKAMPANGS please, Bro 

METAFORGANA.”  

METAFORGANA: “But, I 

am too far from him.” 

√   

The speaker Give 

I SkinBang has 

already select 

METAFORGA

NA as the next 

speaker to speak. 

So then, 

METAFORGA

NA must answer 

it. 

30 JARO=)CuTeGirl: “Let me 

be the one who revive him.” 

GLSKAMPANGS: “No need 

to come. I can’t be helped. 

One squad is  

  

i

n

  

 √  

JARO=)CuTeGi

rl said a 

statement without 

select the next 

speaker. But,  

GLSKAMPAN

GS respond to 

her statement 

soon.  

31 METAFORGANA: “Stay 

away from him. It’s 

impossible to reach him.” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl: “Oh okay 

then. Sorry Bro I can’t help 

you.” 

  √  

METAFORGA

NA told an 

instruction. 

Without select 

the next speaker 

to speak. But,  

JARO=)CuTeGi

rl respond to the 

statement soon. 

32 Give I SkinBang: “Green 

ammo please, I’m run out of 

it.” 

METAFORGANA: “Here, 

I’ve dropped it.” 

 
 √  

Give I SkinBang 

asked who has 

green ammo  

without select the 

next speaker. 

But, 

METAFORGA
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NA respond to 

her statement 

soon. 

33 METAFORGANA: “Let’s go 

everyone, we can’t stand here 

anymore. We’re sandwich.” 

” 

Give I SkinBang: “Okay 

okay.” 

  √  

METAFORGA

NA told an 

instruction. 

Without select 

the next speaker 

to speak. But,  

Give I SkinBang 

respond to the 

statement soon. 

34 JARO=)CuTeGirl: “Hufft.. I 

thought we’ve been died 

before. Why all all of a sudden 

so many squads here?”  

METAFORGANA: “Of 

course there were. See, the 

zone is getting smaller and 

also on the roof top, there 

were the air drop.”  

 

 √  

JARO=)CuTeGi

rl ask a question 

without select the 

next speaker, but 

METAFORGA

NA self-select 

himself to be the 

speaker.  

35 METAFORGANA: “Hold 

your steps. The zone is here. 

It’s only left 2 more squads.”  

METAFORGANA: “Look, 

there is someone behind the 

bushes.” 

  √ 

The speaker 

METAFORGA

NA keep 

continue as the 

next speaker to 

speak.  
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36 Give I SkinBang: “Does Bro 

GLSKAMPANGS still here?” 

GLSKAMPANGS: “Yeah, 

Bro. But, guys now I will 

leave. Because my clan ask 

me to join.” 

 √   

Give I SkinBang 

ask a question 

and select the 

next speaker to 

speak directly 

that was  

GLSKAMPAN

GS to be the next 

speaker to speak. 

37 GLSKAMPANG: “So... 

Where are we heading to 

now?”  

METAFORGANA: “Church. 

Let’s go up there. It’s easier to 

see enemies from up here.” 

  √  

GLSKAMPAN

G ask a question 

without select the 

next speaker, but 

METAFORGA

NA self-select 

himself to answer 

the question. 

38 JARO=)CuTeGirl: “Hmm.. 

Where are the enemies? 

There’s no sign.”  

METAFORGANA: “Hold 

your steps. The zone is here. 

It’s only left 2 more squads.”  

  √  

JARO=)CuTeGi

rl  ask a question 

without select the 

next speaker, but 

METAFORGA

NA self-select 

himself to answer 

the question. 
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38 METAFORGANA: “Look, 

there is someone behind the 

bushes.” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl: “Looks 

like he is alone.” 

 

 √  

METAFORGA

NA ask a 

question without 

select the next 

speaker, but 

JARO=)CuTeGi

rl self-select 

himself to answer 

the question 

39 METAFORGANA: “Who 

knows? Don’t be less focus. I 

will go to them.”  

.

” 

GLSKAMPANGS: “Ok 

Bro.” 

 

 √  

METAFORGA

NA said 

something about 

a strategy and  

JARO=)CuTeGi

rl self-select 

herselfto answer 

the question 

40 JARO=)CuTeGirl: “Behind 

this church, suddenly there is a 

park car. But there was none 

before.”  

METAFORGANA: “Just go 

forward. Ignore it. Look at the 

zone. It is painful.”  

 
 √  

JARO=)CuTeGi

rl said something 

about a strategy 

and  

METAFORGA

NA self-select 

herselfto answer 

the question 
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41 GLSKAMPANGS: “You go 

forward first, Sis. I’ll cover 

you up.” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl: “Ok. I’ll 

do.” 

 

√   

GLSKAMPAN

GS asked an 

order to   

JARO=)CuTeGi

rl which means 

the previous the 

speaker has 

already selected 

the next speaker 

to speak.  

42 METAFORGANA: “Come 

to me all of you. Here is safe” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl: “But, 

how can I go there, it is too 

open.” 

 

 √  

METAFORGA

NA ask a 

question without 

select the next 

speaker, but 

JARO=)CuTeGi

rl self-select 

himself to answer 

the question. 

43 METAFORGANA: “Don’t 

be worry. They don’t realize 

it.” 

GLSKAMPANGS: “Ok.” 

 

 √  

METAFORGA

NA said a 

strategy without 

select the next 

speaker to speak. 

But,  

GLSKAMPAN

GS self-select 

himself to answer 

the question. 
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44 JARO=)CuTeGirl: “Finally. 

Ok Bro, come on come on. 

Make it quick.” 

METAFORGANA: “Yeah, 

I’m trying.”   

 

  

q

u

i

c

k

.

” 

 

 √  

JARO=)CuTeGi

rl said a strategy 

without select the 

next speaker to 

speak. But,  

METAFORGA

NA self-select 

himself to answer 

the question. 

45 METAFORGANA: “Lay 

down everyone. Find any trees 

to cover you up.” 

.

” 

METAFORGANA: “Come 

on.”  

 

   

u

p 

  √ 

METAFORGA

NA as the current 

speaker, and 

since there was 

no one answer 

him, so that he 

continues his 

speaking. 

46 JARO=)CuTeGirl: 

“Direction 114, I see two 

people behind the  

.

.

” 

METAFORGANA: “Don’t 

make any noise or even move 

a  

 

 √  

JARO=)CuTeGi

rl said a strategy 

without select the 

next speaker to 

speak. But,  

METAFORGA

NA self-select 

himself to answer 

the question. 
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47 METAFORGANA: “There is 

someone behind you Sist. 

Prone.” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl: “I do.” 

 

√   

The speaker 

METAFORGA

NA has already 

select 

JARO=)CuTeGi

rl as the next 

speaker to speak. 

So then, 

JARO=)CuTeGi

rl must answer it. 

48 GLSKAMPANGS: “Stay 

alive everyone, it just 5 more 

enemies left.” 

METAFORGANA: “Be 

aware guys.” 

 

 √  

GLSKAMPAN

GS said a 

strategy without 

select the next 

speaker to speak. 

But, 

METAFORGA

NA self-select 

himself to answer 

the question. 

49 METAFORGANA: “But I 

still can’t find another 2 

people.” 

GLSKAMPANGS: “Stay 

alert. Let’s go forward. Be 

careful.” 

 
 √  

METAFORGA

NA said a 

strategy without 

select the next 

speaker to speak. 

But, 

GLSKAMPAN

GS self-select 

himself to answer 

the question. 
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50 JARO=)CuTeGirl: “Help 

me. Someone find me.” 

METAFORGANA: “I’ll try.” 

 

 √  

JARO=)CuTeGi

rl said a strategy 

without select the 

next speaker to 

speak. But, 

METAFORGA

NA self-select 

himself to answer 

the question. 

51 JARO=)CuTeGirl: “Oh... 

Pity me. Can somebody please 

revive me?” 

GLSKAMPANGS: “It’s hard 

to do Sist.” 

 

 √  

JARO=)CuTeGi

rl said a strategy 

without select the 

next speaker to 

speak. But, 

GLSKAMPAN

GS self-select 

himself to answer 

the question. 

52 JARO=)CuTeGirl: “Ok ok.. 

Just ignore me, or they will be 

able to find you.” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl: “Got the 

chicken guys.”  

 

  

f

i

n

d

 

y

o

u

.

”

  

 

  √ 

JARO=)CuTeGi

rl as the current 

speaker, and after 

that, no one 

answer it so she 

just continue to 

be the next 

speaker to speak.  
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53 GLSKAMPANGS: “In front 

of you Bro.” 

METAFORGANA: “Yeah, I 

know. I’m trying to peek on 

him.” 

 

 √  

GLSKAMPAN

GS ask a 

question without 

select the next 

speaker, but 

METAFORGA

NA self-select 

himself to answer 

the question. 

54 METAFORGANA: “His 

team mate will revive him. 

See. Spray down.” 

GLSKAMPANGS: “Reply. 

Reply. From your right, 

behind the big rock.” 

 

   

d

o

w

n

.

” 

    

r

o

c

k

.

” 

 

 √  

METAFORGA

NA ask a 

question without 

select the next 

speaker, but 

GLSKAMPAN

GS self-select 

himself to answer 

the question. 

55 METAFORGANA: “I’ll 

throw the bomb. Stay away.” 

GLSKAMPANGS: “Ok. 

Come on. One more left.” 

 

 √  

METAFORGA

NA ask a 

question without 

select the next 

speaker, but 

GLSKAMPAN

GS self-select 

himself to answer 

the question. 
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56 METAFORGANA: “Seems 

like he is under that tree.” 

METAFORGANA: “Let me 

throw this molotov.” 

  √ 

METAFORGA

NA as the current 

speaker. Since 

there was no one 

continue or take 

turn as the next 

speaker, so the 

METAFORGA

NA continue to 

be the next 

speaker. 

57 JARO=)CuTeGirl: “There he 

is. There he is.” 

METAFORGANA: “One 

more shoot.” 

 

 √  

JARO=)CuTeGi

rl said a strategy 

without select the 

next speaker to 

speak. But,  

METAFORGA

NA self-select 

himself to answer 

the question. 

58 GLSKAMPANGS: “Ok. 

Come on. One more left.” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl: “Go go 

Boys.” 

 

 √  

GLSKAMPAN

GS said a 

strategy without 

select the next 

speaker to speak. 

But,  

JARO=)CuTeGi

rl self-select 

himself to answer 

the question. 
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59 METAFORGANA: “Yeay. 

Finally.” 

GLSKAMPANGS: “Great 

job Bro.” 

 

 √  

METAFORGA

NA ask a 

question without 

select the next 

speaker, but 

GLSKAMPAN

GS self-select 

himself to answer 

the question. 

60 METAFORGANA: “Thank 

you Bro.” 

JARO=)CuTeGirl: “Bye. 

Thank you.” 

 

 √  

METAFORGA

NA ask a 

question without 

select the next 

speaker, but 

JARO=)CuTeGi

rl self-select 

himself to answer 

the question. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  
















